
Hello Lover of Self, 

 

Welcome and super congratulations for embarking on this journey. There has been a conscious awakening 

that the SELF LOVE GIG is essential for our attitude and well being. 

 

Growing up it’s not something we are taught in our school curriculum and it’s rare to have conversations 

addressing our 'LOVE of SELF' while our inquisitive little minds are absorbing life.   

 

In life we encounter difficulty and often it gets stored and buried. We begin to navigate through life and are 

triggered with feelings of not feeling good enough, worthy enough and all the other ‘not enoughs’ we can 

think of. 

 

Acknowledging self-love is a way to shift and change that navigation system.  Our aim in life is to be joyful 

and attract all the joy we possibly can. Self-love is the opening to our joy! 

 

If you are here you may know a little about me, you may know I’m a mystic, healer and intuitive and have 

been guided to create programs addressing the topic of ‘SELF’ 

 

Achieving this state, however requires maintenance. 

Liken this to working out any other muscle in your body, it gains strength if you commit to the work. 

 

I want to share one important thing with you before we move forward, always, always be kind and gentle with 

yourself. 

Show yourself care and compassion as you would a small child who needs nurturing. Moving forward with 

compassion towards yourself allows you the opportunity to view things differently. 

 

Addressing ourselves can muster up all sorts of feelings, so if need be, seek help with the appropriate 

professional. 

 

That said,  let's begin. I have created this PDF for you. 

I called it the LOVER of SELF (mind-body-spirit) Boot camp 

It's a mini workout for your self love attitude 

You can address a pillar each day. 

 

 
I made a video with a eft tapping  exercise as a reminder that 'YOU ARE 
LOVE' 
Please be open & enjoy this prelude exercise. Return to it anytime. 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/mysacredsessions/
https://www.facebook.com/mysacredsessions/?ref=bookmarks
https://youtu.be/sUkl1lAW1ks


For more info on EFT tapping click here check out how you can use this technique for any area of your life. 

 

 

DAY/1 Remembering you are LOVE 

As you can see I have cleverly inserted the name of this pillar within 

this body silhouette. 

 

The reason being, what you are here to do with this boot camp is to 

embody the meaning and feel these pillars from within . 

 

Often we search for what we crave outside of ourselves and mostly 

the fix is temporary. 

 

Remembering that your divine essence is LOVE, it is innately part of 

YOU. There's no need to search for it but rather reconnect to it, so you 

lead from your heart. 

 

 
 

Releasing harshness and unnecessary pressure on yourself and your body. 

 

So for today’s assignment you will do a cleanse. Think Marie Kondo for your ‘head stuff.’ 

 

Like any cleanse you remove what you wish to eliminate from your environment. 

 

On a piece of paper write down all those silly beliefs and de clutter your limiting thoughts. 

 

Thoughts create feelings, feelings create our reality. 

That’s how the universe responds to us.

I hope you enjoyed our first exercise, if you want to share, hit hashtag #mysacredsessionsselflove on 

instagram with me

Watch video by clicking image below 

https://www.eftuniverse.com/tutorial/the-personal-peace-procedure?mc_cid=88f95247af&mc_eid=854b2b4c1b
https://youtu.be/sUkl1lAW1ks
https://www.instagram.com/mysacredsessions/


Write whatever flows from you; 

 

 

   - the stories of not feeling enough, 

   - the stories that you are not deserving, 

   - the stories that you are not smart enough, 

   - the stories that you are not the perfect body size. 

 

Get the drift? 

 

Challenge yourself and do a really good clean out of those limiting stories however remember you are 

responsible for your own well being so be gentle and kind to yourself. 

 

Write them all down and then hold a little ritual ceremony to say goodbye to the stories by burning that paper 

with all your limiting stories away. 

Placing the ashes in the dirt where the energy of those beliefs can be transmuted by our intelligent system. 

 

 

After this cleanse I would like you to be mindful of how you speak to yourself andddd about yourself when 

responding to others. (You know those conversations) 

 

   * A friend "You're looking great" 

   * You "Oh, no I look terrible" 

 

No negative self talk! be mindful of the words you use to describe yourself. 

 

A little trick is to wear a firm elastic band around your wrist and any time any negative self talk pops up, flick the 

elastic band to remind you of your words. 

You will soon begin to gauge the negative talk with this flicking system. 

 

Words carry energy so watch those words… 

 

 

I hope you enjoyed this exercise, now get to work, if you want to share anything hit me with an email and 

remember hashtag #mysacradsessionsselflove on instagram with me 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/mysacredsessions/


DAY /2 Forgiveness 

Hello Lover of Self, 

 

I hope you are feeling a little lighter after our 

cleansing exercise. 

 

Our next pillar is Forgiveness

With our hurts, shame, guilt and what ever 

else we manage to suppress, we create layers 

and barriers around our heart. 

 

I wrote a blog post called DEAR LOVE about 

this. 

These create blocks and these blocks can be deeply embedded in our cells and all levels of our consciousness. 

 

Forgiveness is the instrument of releasing, removing some of those embedded layers and setting ourselves 

free. 

 

On an energetic level, these denser emotions are sitting in our energy body. When we experience a situation 

that is less than pleasant, the energy transfer is moving backwards and forwards from us to the person or 

people in question until we make peace with it. 

 

This is why it feels uncomfortable when we think about the event even if it is a situation we experienced years 

ago. 

 

One of the tools I'd love to share with you is to firstly acknowledge what you would like to bring to the alter for 

forgiveness. Connecting with the person or people involved on a soul level. 

 

This exercise involves sitting quietly in gentle stillness and using your imagination. 

 

On a soul level we are able to communicate by thought, this is why when you think of someone they happen to 

pop up in your reality soon after.

In your gentle stillness, with eyes closed,

imagine you are sitting in a soft pink ball of comfort. It's nurturing, loving and supportive.

Imagine the person or people in question standing before you.

Move beyond their physical body and imagine you're speaking to their heart and soul, their inner 

light.

Be as honest as possible, setting yourself free from everything you’re holding onto.

In this exercise you are giving yourself permission to let go.

With the letting go, sit in the quiet stillness and rest, you may even feel the person you are 

connecting with would like to respond. Listen.

https://www.mysacredsessions.com/are-you-ready-to-invite-deeper-love-and-meaningful-connections-into-your-life/?v=6cc98ba2045f


 

From this point, give your self permission to forgive, do this as best your can. 

 

Forgiveness does not mean you are accepting all behavior, it means you decide to set yourself free from a 

situation that is holding you prisoner. 

 

Allow the soft pink ball of comfort, nurturing, loving and support to seep into your body and heart. Softening all 

parts of you. Feel into the softness of your body as tension has been released. 

 

Sit in this space. 

 

 

 DAY 3/ Self Acceptance 

Acceptance is tricky, because in our heads we create all 

sorts of untrue beliefs.  Give yourself permission to 

accept yourself. It starts with you. 

 

This is where the exercise of cleansing and de cluttering 

from lesson 1 came in handy. 

 

Remember to be kind and gentle to yourself. Showing 

yourself compassion is essential for self acceptance. 

 

We're not perfect, we are heavily flawed. This is why we 

come to earth and experience life. To gain the contrast 

that difficulty brings. 

 

 

Returning to our hearts and self love is our remembering that we are from the essence of love itself and fully 

ACCEPTED regardless of our imperfections. 

 

Check out this short tapping video I made for you 

https://youtu.be/WDQHywUJiDs


DAY 4/  Self Worth 

Embodying our Self Worth again is something we need 

to work on. Our head and experiences show us the 

contrast of this innate part of ourselves. 

 

We are born worthy, we are not here to earn our worth, 

we are here to acknowledge it. 

 

As a healer, I 've seen how lack of worth manifests into 

our reality and of course being human myself I have my 

own demons to work through with this. 

 

Energetically our worth lives in the area of our belly, our solar plexus. This is why often when we feel vulnerable 

we try to shield our belly with our hands. 

 

Having a weak solar plexus or sense of self worth can manifest with sensitivity of the organs within this area. This 

is the effect of restricted energy flow into our bodies. Energy is how the universe feeds us and is receptive to us. 

 

Feelings are the universal language of energy communication. 

 

This is why when we are feeling positive everything seems to flow to us easily. The universe responds to our 

energetic state. 

 

It also works this way with our negative feelings, when we are off track and not feeling our perky, bright, cheery 

selves, our reality seems to mirror this back to us too. 

 

So for our exercise on embodying self worth, it goes like this.! 

 

 

 
1. Feel into your belly and imagine a time when you felt so super duper worthy. Revive this experience in your 

mind and get familiar with the feeling rising in your belly. 

 

The feeling is within, identify with it! (feel it brewing from deep within, allow your body to expand with this feeling) 

 

2. Each morning while in your morning routine, looking in the mirror. Identify with that feeling of self worth you 

have connected with deeply in your belly. Affirm these statements out loud while you are looking smack bang at 

yourself in the mirror and feeling that self worth brewing feeling..Remember, out loud LOVER of Self 

 

 

• I AM WORTHY JUST AS I AM 

 

• I AM BLESSED WITH SELF WORTH 

 

• I AM THE OWNER OF MY WORTHY WOMAN (MAN) 

 

 

3. SMILE and REPEAT every morning. You may even want to write the affirmations  on a sticky note and place it 

on your mirror to remind you of your morning routine. 

 

 



DAY 5/ Your Uniqueness 

I hope you are building your self love attitude muscle 

with this mini boot camp. Gee I feel so super excited 

being able to share all these little nuggets of wisdom, 

tools and insights with you. 

 

We are a constant work in progress, we are always 

learning and experiencing. Things shift and change 

around us and we can easily get pulled out of our flow, 

divine frequency, good vibes and sweet spot! 

 

This is why I have been intuitively guided to create tools 

and programs for the world. This is how I am here to 

share my uniqueness and my special gifts. 

 

 

 

 

 
We all have super powers,  special gifts, a uniqueness and no matter how big or small a unique imprint to leave 

our mark in the world. 

 

Embracing your uniqueness and acknowledging  this part of you adds to embracing your LOVE of self. 

 

So again, writing is involved with this exercise. 

 

There is actually something quite magical that manifests when we write, words carry energy and getting our 

thoughts and what we have stored in our bodies out onto paper creates a momentum for the words to be met 

by the universe. 

 

This is also why the ritual of burning the writings we wish to release is so impactful. It is you giving permission 

to remove that block from your energy field and allow for space and renewed experiences to make their way in. 

 

So, get writing, write 10 things that make you UNIQUE 

 

From those 10 things write down what you believe are your strengths and superpowers. 

The wonderful thing with this exercise is we all may have similar superpowers however when they are 

delivered through you they are uniquely only yours! 

 

 

How AMAZING IS THAT!  See how special you are! You just needed reminding… 

 

P.S. You may want to add that superpowers list to your morning routine of mirror work and affirmations. 

Just saying ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DAY 6/ Give Love & Thanks for your Body 

 

Our body is always working so hard for us. 

 

 

 
Our body feels, it feels our vibration and is a vibrational match to our thoughts. 

 

Our body feels when we deeply acknowledge it for everything it does for us. It also feels when we put it down. 

 

Make a conscious choice, sit quietly for a moment and give thanks and love to and for your body. 

Raise your body’s vibrancy vibration. Your body will return love and good health to you in the way you feel. 

I made a Mantra Mediation for you 

 

Click Here 

 

I hope you enjoyed this Boot camp LOVER of Self , Use these tools for inspiration and return 

back to them anytime because 'U GOT THE LOVE' my friend 

Remember the instagram hashtag #mysacredsessionsselflove and I look forward to 

connecting with you further 

 

 

 

Love Nadia x 

https://www.mysacredsessions.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Happiness-Health-Vitality-Mantra.pdf

